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Abstract: The recent movement for the decolonisation of academia has, 

unsurprisingly, become the centre of much discourse within archaeology as a 

discipline. And it is completely warranted – archaeology, for all intents and purposes, 

has its origins rooted in the colonial expansion of Western/European nations, and is 

still struggling to address much of the problems that this destructive process has 

created: the repatriation of ancestors and artefacts, a booming trade of illegal 

antiquities, etc. However, sub-disciplines such as zooarchaeology, the study of 

animals within the archaeological record, have yet to be held under scrutiny. 

This paper argues that zooarchaeology, despite its presumed focus on non-human 

species, is indeed just as much of an anthropocentric discipline as any other field 

within archaeology, and requires a similar consideration of decolonisation. Research 

trends within zooarchaeology, such as the overt emphasis of functional and 

economical approaches to animal remains in the archaeological record, can be 

traced to a very Western/European capitalist reading of the past that perhaps 

obscures truths that may not adhere to the Western/European paradigm that much 

of archaeological interpretation utilises.  

In order to combat how entrenched colonialist ideals are within zooarchaeology, this 

paper suggests that the key to a decolonised approach lies within the paradigm in 

which we develop our interpretations, where Western/European animal-human 

relations are held as an unconscious standard by which all archaeological remains 

are held to and interpreted against. By adopting a wider worldview that is much more 

open to “unconventional” alternatives, perhaps zooarchaeologists can finally unlock 

the true potential of many of our bone assemblages. 
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I. Introduction 

Archaeology is a discipline derived from colonialist thought. Originally supported and 

even encouraged by colonial enterprises, archaeology still maintains much of these 

Western/European methodologies and frameworks today; this is particularly 

pervasive in this discipline as much of this colonialist thought is foundational to many 

archaeological approaches, often excused as being “products of their time” (Atalay 

2006: 280-282). In response, many archaeologists (specifically archaeologists of 
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colour) have become critical of the discipline as a whole and have called for 

archaeology to be decolonised in theory and in practice. 

It should come as no surprise that much of the current decolonisation movements 

stems from Indigenous archaeologists, particularly those from the unceded territories 

that are commonly referred to as the United States. The history of North American 

archaeology is a violent one, involving the theft and desecration of land, culture, and 

ancestors from Indigenous communities. Despite some improvements on the federal 

level, including the installation of the Native American Graves Protection and 

Repatriation Act (NAGPRA) in 1990, there is still much tension between Indigenous 

peoples and institutions that continue to retain and re-appropriate Indigenous 

remains and cultural objects (Nash and Colwell-Chanthapohn 2010). This, of course, 

is not unique to North America. Calls for repatriation of objects and remains now held 

in mostly European institutions have since dominated archaeological discourse for 

the past few decades (Hitchcock 2002; Curtis 2006; Aldrich 2009).  

Archaeology is getting its needed reckoning, but not all of archaeology has been 

discussed. If we are to truly decolonise the discipline, we need to interrogate all parts 

of archaeology, regardless of how tenuous its connection to colonialism may seem. 

With that in mind, let us now turn to zooarchaeology. 

II. Zooarchaeology Needs to Decolonise  

The lack of attention that zooarchaeology has received in the decolonisation 

discourse is understandable; the subfield is, by definition, the study of faunal remains 

within the archaeological record. Decolonisation as an approach in archaeology has 

mainly targeted subfields that are more associated with humankind, such as 

bioarchaeology and material remains research – and for good reason. With so many 

ancestors and objects stolen from colonised  communities and still held in 

Western/European museums and universities to this day, repatriation has been at 

the forefront of the decolonisation movement (Thornton 2016). I would argue, 

however, that zooarchaeology needs to be examined through the lens of 

decolonisation at some point.  

Zooarchaeology has primarily been used to examine past economies and 

subsistence strategies (Crabtree 1990), a logical conclusion to finding animal 



remains scattered amongst an archaeological site. This utilitarian approach is 

somewhat all-encompassing within interpretation, however; although there is plenty 

of research into the more “abstract” or symbolic applications of non-human species 

in the past, usually the first questions that most zooarchaeologists ask are utilitarian 

in nature. Were these animals eaten? Were they hunted? Was their pelts and meat 

used? After that, human agency is often removed from the equation entirely. Were 

these remains from a natural death? Is this the result of predation? The more 

abstract interpretations, such as ritual or religious activity, are often one of the last 

considerations if not already evident by associated finds, such as human remains 

and material goods (Hill 1995; Morris 2008).   

With this perspective, I posit that zooarchaeologists continue to perpetuate 

Western/European bias by centring utilitarian, anthropocentric approaches to the 

zooarchaeological record that uphold human/non-human binaries specific to the 

Western/European colonial experience. To further investigate the need for a 

decolonised zooarchaeology, let us continue to examine how ritual and religion, 

amongst other similarly related concepts, are often overlooked, perhaps in part due 

to the reliance of colonial views of human-animal relations. 

III. Case Study: Zooarchaeologies of Ritual and Religion 

Are ritual and religious activities just so unlikely to be found in the zooarchaeological 

record? Not necessarily, but ritual/religion studies in archaeology often errs on the 

side of caution. There is a familiar phrase that is jokingly said amongst 

archaeologists: “everything is ritual!” This comes from the idea that anything that 

cannot be suitably interpreted in the archaeological record can simply be ascribed to 

ritual; the definition of “ritual” in general is so vague that it could easily be formatted 

to reflect any particular assemblage that an archaeologist comes across. It is a fair 

critique, of course, but I believe that it creates a bias in which archaeologists are 

naturally inclined to push back against notions of ritual or religion when confronted 

with an unusual assemblage. Some archaeologists have even interrogated with this 

source of bias – Brück (1999) has written about the effect that post-Enlightenment 

rationalism has had on how archaeologists attempt to differentiate between the ritual 

and the non-ritual, arguing that it has created a bias in which anything that is seen as 

non-functional or impractical is associated with ritualisation (ibid 317-319), and that 



past peoples may have not even conceptualised a dichotomy in which ritual is 

opposed to the non-ritual.  

With this in mind, I would argue that zooarchaeologists ultimately approach past 

animal-human relations in a very Western/Eurocentric way – non-human species are 

immediately objectified and quantified into numbers of identified species (NISP) and 

minimum numbers of individuals (MNI), caloric intake percentages and population 

models. Directly anthropogenic features, such as butchery marks, is ascribed to 

functionality, which is “normal”. Anything non-normative is assumed under the 

category of ritual, with as many caveats as necessary. And even then, ritual deposits 

are again scrutinised under the lens of functionality – what animals are used to incur 

which outcomes? Can we correlate these remains to a particular activity? 

A decolonised zooarchaeology would need to take notice of similar decolonisation 

movements in natural history and animal studies. Indigenous scholars are reclaiming 

ancestral knowledge and “Indigenizing” these fields and others by returning to 

notions of human-animal relations that their Indigenous communities encourage and 

engage in (Todd 2014: 218-219). This also includes confronting and rejecting 

anthropocentrism which is pervasive within Western/European human-animal 

relations (Belcourt 2015: 4-5); humans are elevated and prioritised, animals non-

humans are objectified and used. 

Western/European approaches to human/non-human relations are based on a 

binary that separates the two (similar to the nature/culture binary), which ultimately 

leads to an often exploitative nature (Hovorka 2017: 388). When we utilise a 

Western/European perspective in zooarchaeology, we focus on an idea of the past 

that emphasises concepts such as domination and commodification of non-human 

species by our human ancestors, resulting in our anthropocentric narrative that 

persists within archaeology. And if anthropocentrism has its roots in colonialist 

thought, then colonialism is still pervasive within zooarchaeology – and it is here that 

our tangible changes to zooarchaeological theory and practice can begin. A non-

anthropocentric zooarchaeology could be a fruitful starting point in the move towards 

decolonisation, although this would require a lot of restructuring of how we 

understand animal histories through the archaeological record  (Fitzpatrick 2019). 

IV. Conclusions  



To end this paper, I would like to contextualise the central argument in the greater 

picture of decolonisation: although I believe that further interrogation of 

zooarchaeology as the remainders of a colonialist enterprise is warranted if we want 

to further progress in our understanding of non-human pasts, I am also aware that 

this is far from the most important task in the movement of decolonising archaeology 

as a whole. The decolonisation of zooarchaeology will come in time, but it must be 

part of a grander movement to decolonise the entire discipline. 

We have come to a point in the discourse where the word “decolonisation” is often 

used interchangeably with other defanged terminology such as “diversity” and 

“equity”, where calls for such change are superficial at best, a plastic bandage 

covering a gaping wound. As Tuck and Yang  wrote (2012), “decolonization is not a 

metaphor” – a decolonised archaeology cannot be just theorised and debated, but 

put into direct action. It may require a complete restructuring of the discipline as we 

know it, but if we must give up the Western/European canon in order to establish a 

truly liberated framework, then so be it. A better archaeology is possible, but we 

must commit to doing the work.  
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